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Shocolate

t + share = chair

ch = t + sh
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Tchaikovsky

Disallow chaikovsky
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Kitchen

Ki - chen
I. Course Content: *Phonology*
Inflections
Inflections

-ed

[Blank] [Blank] [Blank]
Inflections

- ed

/t/
/d/
/id/
Inflections

- ed

/t/  kissed = kist
/d/  called = cald
/id/ need + id
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*deride* = make fun of; laugh at.

*ridicule*
English is *Morpho-phonemic*
English is *Morpho-phonemic*

*ĩn doos’*  =  
*duk’ tīl*  =  
*ēj yoo ka’ shun*  =  

duc = to lead

ǐn doos’ = induce
duk’ tīl = ductile
ēj yoo ka’ shun = education
I. Course Content: *Phonetics, Phonology, Morphology*

-\textit{ed}

- /\textit{t}/: induced
- /\textit{d}/: ridiculed
- /\textit{id}/: derided

Inflections
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Professional

• Non-degree seeking

ESOL

• Sticker shock
• Credit-bearing
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3. Assessment
QUESTIONS?

• Course Content
  • Phonetics
  • Phonology
  • Morphology

• The Student
Scratch Sheet: